Organization Name

Alpha Gamma Delta

Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority Inc.

Brief statement of purpose, which
President/C
will be used in a listing of Roosevelt
Type of
ontact
University student organizations:
organization
Name:
Alpha Gamma Delta is an international
women's fraternity that promotes
academic excellence, philanthropic
giving, ongoing leadership and personal
development and above all, a spirit of
loving sisterhood. Guided by our
Purpose, Alpha Gamma Deltas strive to
attain a higher standard, thereby
improving their lives, the lives of those
around them and the communities in
which they live. Together, we continually
work to inspire the woman and impact
the world.
Alpha Kappa Alpha's mission has been
to cultivate and encourage high
scholastic and ethical standards, to
promote unity and friendship among
college women, to study and help
alleviate problems concerning girls and
women in order to improve thier social
stature, to maintain a progressive
interest in college life, and to be of
"Service to All Mankind"

President/Contact
email address:

Advisor
Name:

Advisor Roosevelt E-mail
Address:

Fraternity/Sor Arielle
ority
Antolin

aantolin@mail.roosevel
t.edu
TBD

TBD

Fraternity/Sor Danielle
ority
Johnson

djohnson11@mail.roos
evelt.edu
Rita Brown

ribrown@roosevelt.edu

Alpha Phi Alpha/
Omicron Xi Chapter

Alpha Phi Alpha Fratenity the first black
inter-collegiate fraternity founded on the
campus of Cornell University on
Tuesday December 4, 1906. The
Omicron Xi chapter was founded on the
campus of Roosevelt University on
March 27, 1982, and has been
responsible for bringing in over 80
young men into Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity. Manly Deeds, Scholarship,
and Love for all Mankind are the Aims
of our Dear Fraternity with developing
leaders, scholarship, promoting
brotherhood, while providing service
and advocacy for our communities as
our mission."Let those on the higher
rounds reach down and pull while those
on the lower rounds reach up and push
as they climb". Jewel George Biddle
Fraternity/Sor Rashaun
Kelley.
ority
Davis

Alpha Phi Omega

Alpha Phi Omega is a national
coeducational service organization
founded on the principles of Leadership,
Friendship and Service. It provides its
members the opportunity to develop
leadership skills as they volunteer on
their campus, in their community, to the
nation, and to the organization. With
more than 400,000 members on over
375 campuses, Alpha Phi Omega
continues to provide more service on
more campuses than any other
Fraternity/Sor
kphillips06@mail.roose Margaret
collegiate service organization.
ority
Kylie Phillips velt.edu
Rung

rdavis29@mail.rooseve Vince
lt.edu
Perkins

vperkins@roosevelt.edu

mrung@roosevelt.edu

Association of Latin
American Students

Black Student Union

The Association of Latin American
Students is a proud group of individuals
who are dedicated to community
outreach, academic, social, and cultural
goals. We create an environment
where everyone feels accepted and a
part of something greater. You don’t
have to be Latin American, speak
Spanish or live on campus to be a
member of A.L.A.S! We welcome
everyone, come to our general
Ethnic/Multicul Rafa
meetings and see for yourself!
tural
Castaneda
Academic/Hon
To provide an source of community for orary,
students of African/pan-African heritage Ethnic/Multicul
and also to be a source of positive
tural, Social
information about the black community. Action
Sean Tyler

C.O.R.E., Coalition of Responsible
Education, is an alliance of student
organizations, faculty members and the
student body. Our organization brings
transparency throughout the school
from the administration and faculty level
to the general population of students.
Thus, by the collaboration between
school organizations, C.O.R.E. sees
itself at the center, in creating a forum
for all school organizations to meet and
build a network of alliances and
C.O.R.E (Coalition of assistance; by initiatives directed at
a Responsible
maintaining Roosevelt University's
Education)
social justice mission.
Social Action

Gianna
Chacon

rcastandea02@mail.ro
osevelt.edu
Rick Uttich

ruttich@mail.roosevelt.edu

styler03@mail.roosevel Alfred
t.edu
DeFreece

adefreece01@roosevelt.edu

gchacon@mail.rooseve Jeffery
lt.edu
Edwards

jedwards@roosevelt.edu

Colleges Against Cancer (CAC) is a
nationwide collaboration of college
students, faculty, and staff dedicated to
eliminating cancer by working to
implement the programs and mission of
the American Cancer Society. With
hundreds of chapters nationwide, CAC
is showing the world that young adults
care and are dedicated to making a
difference. Our goal is to empower
students to participate in our Relay for
Life event as well as bring awareness
about cancer research, care giving, and
support to those who use the amazing
Colleges Against
services the American Cancer Society
Cancer
has to offer.
Delta Gamma Pi is a multicultural
sorority that is dedicated to establishing
a formal sisterhood between women of
various cultures and showing our
Delta Gamma Pi
communities that education and
Multicultural Sorority, intercultural tolerance is the backbone
Delta Epsilon Chapter for a better society.

Illume: Christian
Artists at Roosevelt

Special
Interest

Jessica
Naber

Ethnic/Multicul
tural,
Fraternity/Sor Kristina
ority
Stewart

We are a vibrant community of
fine/performing artists who seek to grow
in our relationship with Jesus Christ and
others as we pursue our God-given gifts
at Roosevelt University. We support
one another through prayer, studying
the Bible, and having discussions about
how the Christian Faith and the arts
intersect.
Reglious

jnaber01@mail.roosev
elt.edu
Eric Kieft

ekieft@roosevelt.edu

kstewart09@mail.roose
velt.edu
Ellen O'Brien eobrien@roosevelt.edu

Rachael Eid- reidries@mail.roosevelt Aaron
Ries
.edu
Kennedy

akennedy@roosevelt.edu

Gamma Phi Omega International
Sorority, Incorporated is formulated to
unite sisters in the principles of
achieving academic excellence, serving
the communities in which we live and
learn, preserving the sacred bond of
sisterhood among women, and uplifting
and advancing a cultural awareness
Iota Chapter Cygnets- among Latinos and those in our global Fraternity/Sor Guadalupe
Gamma Phi Omega communities.
ority
Sandoval
The mentor program connects
Roosevelt students with a peer student
mentor that will support them during
their transition to Roosevelt University
from various life circumstances. Peer
mentors are bridge builders between
students, faculty and student service
departments across campus. The
primary goals of the peer mentoring
program are to: help students succeed
academically, establish a sense of
belonging on campus, develop a
supportive community and connect with
faculty and staff outside of the
Mentor Program
classroom.
To develop leaders and create
Phi Iota Alpha
innovative ways to unite the Latino
Fraternity Inc.
Community.
The Pre-Professional Club is here to
bring together students that wish to
pursue a career in the health sciences
and medical fields. We will be hosting
various events from graduate school
Pre-Professional Club fairs to cadaver labs.

gsandoval01@mail.roo Carina
sevelt.edu
Santoyo

csantoyo@roosevelt.edu

Academic/Hon Danielle
dcooperstock@mail.ro
orary
Cooperstock osevelt.edu
Nancy Litke

nlitke@roosevelt.edu

Fraternity/Sor
ority
Edward

eortiz06@mail.roosevel Victor
t.edu
Sanchez

vsanchez03@roosevelt.edu

Academic/Hon Najoua
orary
Alioualla

nalioualla@mail.roosev Kelly Wentzelt.edu
Hunter
kwentzhunter@roosevelt.edu

Psi Chi

The mission of Proclaim Gospel Choir
is to celebrate and share the beauty of
Gospel Music through diversity of
background, gender, race and religion,
as well as, through community service
and outreach. Proclaim gospel choir
incorporates such musical genres as
hymns, spirituals, traditional, inspiration
and contemporary gospel music.
Psi Chi is an international honors
society for students majoring and
minoring in psychology. While
membership is required to be a
member of the society, the events we
host at Roosevelt are open to the
public. We help the student body with
their career through various lectures
throughout the school year. We also
strive to promote social justice and
community service throughout the
university.

Psych In Action

Psych In Action is an organization
designed to give those with a passion
for the art of psychology a place to
practice the many acts of helping
other's in the community, improving
lives in any way possible. Through
these actions, it will be in the hopes of
our organization that the study of
psychology at Roosevelt will be deeply
enriched, allowing those acquainted to
discover in what ways we all can
practice social justice and make
changes in our world every day.

Proclaim Gospel
Choir

Ethnic/Multicul Howard
tural
Brown

Pamela
hbrown05@mail.roose Thompsonvelt.edu
Hill

pthompsonhill@roosevelt.edu

Academic/Hon Danielle
orary
Adams

dadams15@mail.roose Dr. Jill
velt.edu
Coleman

jcoleman@roosevelt.edu

Academic/Hon
orary, Special
Interest,
kemery01@mail.roose Dr. Melissa
Social Action Kara Emery velt.edu
Sisco

msisco01@roosevelt.edu

RISE

RISE builds student activist networks on
campus, empowers Roosevelt students
to organize around the issues that are
important to them, and provides
resources, education, and training to
ensure that student movements are
successful.
Social Action

Roosevelt Industrial
Organizational
Psychology
Association (RIOPA)

Our purpose is to create an enviroment
that fosters professonal development
for Industrial Organizational Psychology
students and provide the resources for
our students to be successful in future Academic/Hon Alexis
endeavors.
orary
Cosco

acosco@mail.roosevelt Dr. Guy Di
.edu
Spigno

RU Marketing Club

Are you a marketing major or an IMC
major? Or someone just interested by
the field of marketing?
Anyone interested in marketing is
welcome to join. Sharpen your
organizational and leadership skills!
Show your interest in professionalism in
marketing and put it on your resume!
Our principle role is to serve as a forum
to connect like-minded individuals and
foster knowledge sharing, provide
resources, tools and training and
support marketing practice and thought Academic/Hon Mitch
leadership on campus.
orary
Mcgarry

mmcgary01@mail.roos
evelt.edu
Jeff Heilbrun jheilbrunn@roosevelt.edu

Lupita
lcarrasquillo@mail.roos Bethany
Carrasquillo evelt.edu
Barratt

bbarratt@roosevelt.edu

gdispigno@roosevelt.edu

RU Proud

RU Proud is a lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, questing, and Ally
organization at Roosevelt. We focus on
ensuring that RU is a LGBTQA friendly
environment. We consider ourselves a
social network that allows all students to
come together to learn about the
LGBTQA community and to become
involved in events, celebrations,
activism, and educational (but fun!)
programs. Our meetings are a safe
space where everyone respects one
Special
another. All students/faculty are
Interest,
welcome to join us!
Social Action

Matthew
Smith

msmith69@mail.roose Carrie
velt.edu
Brecke

cbrecke@roosevelt.edu

RU Reforesting

Deforestation is a severe environmental
concern in the tropics. Between the
years of 1990 and 2005 the Food and
Agricultural Organization estimates a
net loss of approximately 4.9 million
hectares per year, equivalent to the loss
of an area equal to 12-15 football fields
daily. Over the last 100 years, in the
East Usambara Mountains of Tanzania,
more than half of the original forest has
been lost due to human activity. As you
might expect, loss of forest has
severely impacted the flora and fauna of
this hotspot, and also has had serious
ramifications for current and future
generations of local people who depend
on this forest for survival. One of the
main purposes of planting these trees is
to enhance future income for local
families. Some of the trees are crop
trees, like cinnamon and cloves, which
when harvested can then be used to
support the families, including paying
for the education of children. To attempt
to resolve these environmental issues,
RU Reforesting will work together with
our Tanzanian partners to plant an
additional 10,000 seedlings of both
native and cash crop species in
abandoned farmland. Over the last two
years, over 10000 seedlings have been
planted serving to buffer existing
Environmental Rebecca
rainforest and to generate agroforest
/Academic
Wilson

rwilson23@mail.roosev Norbert
elt.edu
Cordeiro

ncordeiro@roosevelt.edu

RU-SHRM

S.I.S.T.E.R.S.

To serve as a gateway into the human
resource profession by encouraging
personal and career growth for our
student members. All students studying
Human Resource Management,
Training and Development,
Industrial/Organizational Psychology,
and other Management disciplines can Academic/Hon Jasmin
benefit from this organization.
orary
Clark
Founded in 1975 by Franzcine A.
Caldwell at Northern Illinois University
on the principle of women
empowerment, S.I.S.T.E.R.S. prides
itself on enhancing one's self in order to
help others. S.I.S.T.E.R.S. is dedicated
to uplifting others through community
service outreach. In 2012
S.I.S.T.E.R.S. expanded beyond
DeKalb and branched out to Chicago.
We are embarking our second year of
the Chicago Chapter at Roosevelt
University and would love you to join our
bond.
For more information regarding the
S.I.S.T.E.R.S. Organization visit our
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram
pages at S.I.S.T.E.R.S. Chicago. If you
have any questions or would like to
seek information on membership
please feel free to email
sisters@mail.roosevelt.edu. You can
also reach out to our faculty advisor
Pamela Thompson-Hill in the TRiO Student Support Service office. We
look forward to your continued support
in our bond like no other.

Ethnic/Multicul
tural, Special
Interest,
Social Action,
Women
Katrina
Empowerment Cotton

jclark14@mail.roosevel Dr. Carolyn
t.edu
Wiley

cwiley@roosevelt.edu

Pamela
kcotton@mail.roosevelt Thompson.edu
Hill

pthompsonhill@roosevelt,edu

Student Government
Association

The Student Government Association
represents the interests of the student
body at Roosevelt University and in the
state of Illinois. In doing so, the Student
Government makes its mission to
understand the issues that affect
Roosevelt students and to gather and
form a student response to be
communicated to the administration,
and in some cases, to legislators. In
addition, the Student Government deals
with certain issues which regard the
Governing
allocation of the student activity fee.
Body

The Student Honors Organization was
established to create a cohesive honors
community to serve as a bridge
between the students, faculty,
administration, and alumni of Roosevelt
University. The organization’s mission is
to enhance the student’s time spent at
Roosevelt by creating a welcoming
atmosphere with events open to all
students, educational and recreational
opportunities to stimulate both
intellectual and social needs, and help
Student Honors
prepare students for post-graduate
Organization
success.
SSDP mobilizes and empowers young
people to participate in the political
process, pushing for sensible policies to
achieve a safer and more just future,
while fighting back against
counterproductive Drug War policies,
Students for Sensible particularly those that directly harm
Drug Policy
students and youth.
Transfer Connection seeks to support
transfer students academically,
Transfer Connection financially, and socially.

Joseph
Knotts

jknotts@mail.roosevelt. Bridget
edu
Collier

bcollier@roosevelt.edu.

Academic/Hon Mary
orary
Strickler

mstrickler@mail.roosev Megan
elt.edu
Bernard

mbernard03@roosevelt.edu

Special
Interest,
Social Action

vfraguada@mail.roose Kathie Kanevelt.edu
Willis
kkane@roosevelt.edu

Vilmarie
Narloch

Academic/Hon Luciana
orary
Barnes

lbarnes04@mail.roose Jennifer
velt.edu
Jones

jjones17@roosevelt.edu

United Nations US

Wabash Community
Council

RU Writing

Cru Roosevelt

To engage students in the work of the
UN
The Wabash Community Council
(WCC) proudly serves the interests of
residents within the Wabash
Community at Roosevelt University.
With floor representatives and an
executive board, the WCC helps
program events to keep residents active
while also creating events based
around Social Justice to exercise
Roosevelt's mission.
We provide support and tutoring for all
students and members of the university
community who want to become better
writers.
A Christian Community on campus,
dedicated to spreading the Good News
of Jesus Christ!

Special
Interest

Mary Lape

Mlape@mail.roosevelt. Dr La Vonne
edu
Downey
ldowney@roosevelt.edu

Governing
Body

Nathnial
Stoll

nstoll@mail.roosevelt.e Ranya
du
Hasan

Special
Interest

sgualito@mail.roosevel Carrie
Sam Gualito t.edu
Brecke

Reglious

Ian Kreml

rhasan@mail.roosevelt.edu

cbrecke@roosevelt.edu

ikreml@mail.roosevelt.
edu
Gina Buccola rbuccola@roosevelt.edu

GRASP seeks to promote the academic
interests and intellectual, scholarly
development of psychology graduate
students at Roosevelt University by:

•Sponsoring an annual research mini
conference for students at Roosevelt
and other programs in the city
•Hosting workshops on thesis and
dissertation proposals, grant writing,
data collection and analyses, and
colloquium presentations on diverse
topics
•Providing an environment where
students can socialize and network with
others with similar interests

Graduate Research
Assocation of
Students in
Psychology (GRASP

•Raising funds to support faculty and
IRB approved student research in an
effort to decrease the burden on
students and faculty in conducting
research

I.S.M.: It Starts with
Me

ISM ( IT STARTS with ME) is the fight
against INSULTS of STEREOTYPES &
MEAN MINDSETS (ISMs) to start to
Academic/Hon
Implement Social Movements (ISM).
orary, Social Danielle
Join Us.
Action
Anderson

Academic/Hon Valencia
vmontgomery@mail.ro Cami
orary
Montgomery osevelt.edu
McBride

danderson27@mail.roo Melissa
sevelt.edu
Sisco

camcbride@roosevelt.edu

msisco01@roosevelt.edu

The math club is a great place for math
enthusiasts to get together and have
fun. Help us plan new and exciting math
related events for the student body, all
while promoting and expanding our
organization. All math majors, even
other majors that require some rigorous
math, should stop by to say hi.
Math Club
Everyone is welcome!!
NSCS at Roosevelt University is an
honor society inviting high-achieving
first- and second-year students.
Members must rank in the top 20
percent of their class.
Students who join find they have a
wealth of resources to help with their
futures: NSCS-only scholarships;
National Society of
leadership training; internships, and
Collegiate Scholars at careers; job leads and resources; and
Roosevelt University travel opportunities.

R. U. Fashion

Academic/Hon
orary, Special Thomas
Interest
Smith

tsmith62@mail.rooseve Melanie
lt.edu
Pivarski

Academic/Hon Gabriella Di gdipillo@mail.roosevelt Cornelius
orary
Pillo
.edu
Watson

To promote healthy body image and
open the minds to the different genres
of fashion. Our org want to show that
there is no bias in fashion regardless of
race, size, or gender. This is fashion for Special
the clothes minded.
Interest

Jameelah
Mahdie

jmahdie@mail.roosevel
t.edu
Sarah Willis

mpivarski@roosevelt.edu

cwatson@roosevelt.edu

swillis@roosevelt.edu

Rho Chi Alpha

Rho Chi Alpha is the Roosevelt
University Chapter of Chi Sigma Iota, a
national honors society for Masters and
Doctoral level counseling students. CSI
is an international honor society that
values academic and professional
excellence in counseling. We promote a
strong professional identity through
members (professional counselors,
counselor educators, and students) who
contribute to the realization of a healthy
society by fostering wellness and
human dignity. Our mission is to
promote scholarship, research,
professionalism, leadership, advocacy,
and excellence in counseling, and to
recognize high attainment in the pursuit
of academic and clinical excellence in Academic/Hon Brendan
the profession of counseling.
orary
Fitzgerald

bfitzgerald@mail.roose
velt.edu
Dennis Frank dfrank@mail.roosevelt.edu

“Youth Evangelical Fellowship of the
Roosevelt University” is an organization
operated for spiritual growth of the
Roosevelt University students, and for
the following purposes.
1)To empower students to impact
their campus, community and beyond
for God’s glory.
2)To create communities open to
active dialogues on the truths of the
Bible.
3)To enhance social opportunities in
the Roosevelt University community, by
actively working with diverse groups of
different faiths.
These purposes shall be achieved by
holding on-campus events where
students can join in Bible studies,
worship and interactive fellowship.
Further activities will be held in
collaboration with other campus groups,
to engage in active dialogue.
All the activities of the organization are
legal and non-profit in nature.
Youth Evangelical Fellowship of the
Roosevelt University is affiliated with
YEF of the Roosevelt Youth Evangelical Fellowship
University
International.
We aim to aid the development of
writers, in all stages of maturity and
experience by providing a space in
which to create pieces and foster
discussions as it pertains to the
expression of the self through the
Writing Club
platform of writing.

Reglious

Olanike

Publications/M Yvette
edia, Special RamirezInterest
Sosa

oafolabi

Stanford
Traywick

straywic@roosevelt.edu

yramirez01@mail.roos
evelt.edu
Kyle Beachy kbeachy@roosevelt.edu

